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Ones to Watch; our annual exhibition for creative

students and 2020 graduates currently studying in

or from Yorkshire is back!

Please submit your work to be considered for Sunny Bank Mills

annual Ones To Watch exhibition!

This will be the 8th Ones to Watch exhibition. In the last 7

years over 250 Yorkshire based emerging artists have had the

opportunity to exhibit in a professional setting. Many have sold

work and continue to be stocked in the Gallery or featured in

future exhibitions. 

We are looking for artists, makers, designers and creatives

working in all media; painting, sculpture, jewellery, ceramics,

film, sound, text, glass, metal, performance, wood, furniture,

and more...

The exhibition takes place over 2 months 13th March to 9th

May. Always free to enter.

What's in it for me ?

The opportunity to exhibit in a professional, established

independent gallery with extensive social media + website

coverage and visitor numbers. Last year we were featured in The

Times as one of the few galleries to have a live exhibition

supporting graduate artists when many degree shows were

virtual or cancelled. 

Professional photographs of the exhibition and your work.

The opportunity to meet and network with other artists from

across the region.

Support on how to present, price and sell your work

commercially. 

Judges Prize and People's Choice Prize (voted for by visitors to

the gallery) will receive money.

Winners and runners up take part in the Ones to Watch artist

residencies with free studio space for a month. (5 residencies last

year)

To be eligible for this opportunity you must be either:

a current student on a creative degree in Yorkshire

a 2020 graduate from a creative degree in Yorkshire (including

postgrad)

a current student/or 2020 graduate from a creative degree

outside of Yorkshire, if you were originally born, from or reside in

Yorkshire.

The submission deadline is 31st Jan 2021.

Sunny Bank Mills Gallery

Mid-way between Leeds and Bradford; 3000 square feet of

light airy exhibition and performance space in a former textile

mill. Also home to the mill's Textile Archive, artist studios and a

number of creative businesses including graphic designers,

commercial photographers, and more.

www.sunnybankmills.co.uk

FB: /sunnybankmillsgallery

Twitter: @sunnybankmills

Instagram: @sunnybankmills
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Submit to the MASS! November:

NICHE

the MASS is a monthly online collection of

discursive art, articles, opinions, prompts,...

Void Collective Charity Artwork

Sale

Void Collective would like to introduce a

online Charity Artwork Sale, to raise money

for Mind...

Penny Thoughts #41

A WEEKLY online newsletter showcasing

the work of 10 artists from around the

world. We are...
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